We propose a scheme for interpretation of the cosmological term in type IIB superstrings as a Goldstone mode from the spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking of SL(2, Z) to a Fuchsian subgroup of degree one, Γ h . The moduli space Σ h = Γ h \H has a radial direction with a massive Goldstone mode, and the contribution to the positive cosmological term is classified by the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic Laplacian that acts on the moduli space.
Classically, the gravitational part of the Einstein-Hilbert action of general relativity absent of matter is for the space-time metric g µν with space-time indices µ and ν, and its scalar curvature R as S EH (g µν ) = √ −g(R + Λ).
The term √ −gΛ in the Lagrangian density would appear in the Einstein equation as Λg µν .
The observed value of the cosmological constant, Λ, has not been successfully determined theoretically. Its value is usually derived from the vacuum energy and its sign is negative. In the global supersymmetric universe the vacuum energy is zero, but supersymmetry breaks above the scales, that have so far been probed, producing a non-zero cosmological constant. However, the observed cosmological constant is negative and has a value that is 123 orders of magnitude smaller than the prediction based on the four dimensional vacuum energy. [1, 2] In this article we propose a new scheme toward resolution of this problem by adding a contribution from a positive cosmological constant. We divide the cosmological constant into a positive one, Λ + ≥ 0, and a negative one, Λ − ≥ 0, derived from the vacuum energy.
In this scheme we reformulate the perturbative expansion of the cosmological term as the source of the Einstein equation δg µν = Λη µν for Minkowski metric η µν from the aspect of type IIB string S-duality [3, 4, 5, 6] and its vacuum moduli space M, parameterized by the coupling constant, acted upon by the discrete group Γ = SL(2, Z). This is based on the interpretation of the cosmological term as a Goldstone mode, a field that takes values in the discrete coset Γ/Γ h , in the spontaneous symmetry breaking from Γ to a Fuchsian subgroup of degree one, Γ h . The coset parameterizes the space of broken symmetries. The subscript h labels the genus of the Riemann surface Σ h = Γ h \H for Poincare upper half-plane H. The orbits of degenerate vacua on the moduli space M of gauge SL(2, Z) symmetry under the action of Γ h are closed geodesics on Γ h \H that correspond to elements of Γ h − {1}. In this correspondence, the length spectrum of the closed geodesics on Σ h , namely circles connecting fixed points of elements of Γ h , plays the role of an order parameter. We now describe how the cosmological term appears in the B-model partition function Z as a Goldstone (fundamental string) mode in the spontaneous symmetry breaking from Γ to Γ h .
From the analogy with bosonic string theory, the genus g free energy F g in a topological
B-model should be defined as
where G is the supercurrent of N = 2 supersymmetry, M g is the moduli space of genus g Riemann surfaces, and the Beltrami differential for metric g is µ
On a Riemann surface Σ g that has Calabi-Yau threefold CY 3 background dependence X I that is given by the period integral of a 3-form along a symplectic base on H 3 (CY 3 , Z) we have
This is invariant under the action of γ ∈ Γ on g s . The background dependence of F g on moduli variable X I for the target Calabi-Yau threefold is determined by the holomorphic anomaly. [7, 8, 9] Now, we describe the spontaneous symmetry breakdown (SSB) from Γ to Γ h . We specify the vacua in a type IIB string moduli space M by the eigenfunctions φ on M of the operators O Γ h associated with Γ and the Fuchsian sub group of degree one Γ h . The coupling constant in each vacuum is given by the corresponding eigenvalue. These operators act on the upper half-plane H and
So, there is no simultaneous eigenfunction of different operators
On the type IIB string moduli space M that is identified with the Γ\H distribution of coupling constants. The operators O act not only the moduli space M but also on the B-model partition function. For the operator
There is an equivalence between the length spectrum for closed geodesics and eigenvalue spectrum of the hyperbolic Laplacian for Riemann surfaces Σ h with genus h ≥ 2 (Huber's theorem). [10] This theorem implies that both spectra can be regarded as order parameters in SSB. When the vacua are degenerate on these closed geodesics on the Riemann surface Σ h , this is regarded as the spontaneous symmetry breaking of SL(2, Z) to symmetry Γ h .
As studied in Refs 4 and 5, the non-zero cosmological term in the action of typeIIB string theory breaks at least the on-shell SL(2, Z) symmetry, i.e. S-duality, as the source term in the equation of motion. By dividing the B-model free energy ln
considering the classical dominant of the path integral of the action in the form eq.1, where Z Γ h is invariant under action of γ ∈ Γ h on g s but not under the action of γ ∈ Γ/Γ h , we find that the second representation of the Goldstone mode, as a continuous field f (g 2 s ) corresponding to the element of coset, is irrelevant to the background complex structure X I and we can interpret its origin as a cosmological term. Thus, the cosmological term Λ √ −g for a vacuum can be regarded as a Goldstone mode along the radial direction of a moduli space Σ h , whose mass is determined by the eigenvalue or a difference of eigenvalues of hyperbolic Laplacian ∆ Γ h , orthogonal to the original flat directions on Σ 1 .
1 The background dependence of this mode is the same
, with the coupling constant depending on the action of an element of the submodular group Γ h on the closed geodesics of the moduli space M.
In this interpretation we replace the cosmological term Λ √ −g by the function f (g 2 s ). The function f Λ X associated with cosmological constant Λ and target space X depends on the coupling constant and is regarded as the partition function of a particle living on non-compact dimensions. We interpret this Goldstone mode as a scalar field Φ on the non-compact dimensions of the original space-time in type IIB physical string theory. This scalar field is a function of the Calabi-Yau moduli on non-compactified M 4 space-time.
In the following we interpret the cosmological constant Λ + as one eigenvalue of an operator ∆ Γn , n = 1 ∼ ∞. Λ + should be determined by specification of the symmetry breaking to the submodular group Γ h from Γ and the eigenvalue of the hyperbolic Laplacian ∆ Γ h . Goldstone modes are classified by the eigenfunctions of this Laplacian due to the Huber's theorem. The cosmological constant is proportional to the eigenvalue of ∆ Γ h since we count its value λ times on the moduli space M, i.e., Λ ∝ λ. In other words, the cosmological term as the strength of the source term in the equation of motion is proportional to square of the mass of Goldstone mode. So under a certain normalization, we have
The eigenfunction satisfying the hyperbolic Laplace equation ∆ Γ h φ = 0 is a fundamental mode in the Helmholtz equation. In the main proposal, the cosmological constant is related to a certain modular representation of the moduli space for the broken group Γ. So if λ = 0, this contribution to the cosmological constant is zero. Therefore, the eigenvalue λ n for eigenfunction φ n in (∆ Γ − λ n )φ n = 0 lies on the discrete spectrum
due to the spectral theorem and the compactness of the Riemann surface Γ i \H.
We now discuss the consistency of the definitions of positive cosmological constants for the background target space CY 3 and space-time X 10 = CY 3 × M 4 . We shall first explain the equivalence of positive cosmological constants in Calabi-Yau threefold and space-time X 10 using effective Lagrangians. In this article, we do not consider its AdS solutions.
The kinetic part of the action of low energy effective type IIB supergravity including the dilaton ϕ is,
where H 3 = dB 2 , for B field B 2 . In the above action, S-duality transforms the coupling constant e ϕ to the coordinate φ of the moduli space M, B 2 to Ramond-Ramond field C 2 and another Ramond-Ramond field C 4 to itself. We can define the function f Λ X 10 (g The positive cosmological constant Λ + is equal to the bulk positive cosmological constant in type IIB supergravity. Consistency requires
We conjecture the equivalence of functions f defined on CY 3 , X 10 and M 4 . The second equivalence is f
The Goldstone mode appearing in the function f Λ X 10 (g 2 s ) on X 10 is regarded as a scalar particle Φ on M 4 . In this derivation, the scalar particle Φ is a fundamental Goldstone mode of the string and reflects the coupling constant on the curved, non-compact, fourdimensional space-time. This particle can be identified with a moduli particle on M 4 and its mass is given by the curvature of the Riemann surface Σ h . This particle is taken into the Lagrangian as a kinetic term and we assume there is a potential term V (Φ), including its mass term, that exists as a vacuum on moduli space M. With covariant differential D µ as the complete Lagrangian is
This particle reflects the geometry of the compactified Calabi-Yau threefold and the Riemann surface Σ h . We now discuss the degeneracy between the positive and negative cosmological constants. Using the above machinery, the cosmological constant becomes
where Λ − is the vacuum energy from bosons and Λ Φ is the vacuum energy from the particle Φ with wave vector k cut off (π/l p ) n−1 for four-dimensional Planck length l p . The four-dimensional Einstein equation becomes
for Einstein tensor G µν and modified vacuum energies Λ = 8πGΛ/c 4 . The experimentally observed cosmological constant suggests that there should be an exact energy degeneracy between one-loop diagrams of particles and the accompanying graviton emission giving
This is considered to be a degeneracy between the fundamental strings and the Goldstone mode, that is accompanied by the spontaneous breaking of the S-duality of the partition function Z Γ h [g s , X I ] of the former fundamental strings.
This conjecture eq.(13) is mathematically formularized by homotopy Lie algebraic equality ≃ between two product structures of the algebras about cross sections of world sheet diagrams of closed strings as seen in Ref. 11 . We write this down for Goldstone mode variable Φ and source parameter J as
Of course, this equation includes equality for functions of product structures. There are some background algebras and their ring structures also match for the functions appearing on both sides of eq. (14). In eq.(14), the algebra of the source J is derived from the Feynman diagrams of the cosmological constant and we have
where C V is a volume factor, δ is a delta function and M g are the amplitudes of one-loop vacuum bubbles with g external gravitons.
The third term in the eq.(11), Λ Φ , the vacuum energy corresponding to the particle Φ that is the Goldstone fundamental string in CY 3 , remains and is the observable cosmological constant.
As we have explained, the degeneracy between positive cosmological constants Λ + , and between Λ + and Λ − remain as conjectures. We have studied the string duality that connects the weak coupling region and the strong coupling region in type IIB string theory. However, in the eleven dimensional M-theory duality web, string dualities connect the various regions. Thus, the formulation in this article seems to exist in the other string dualities contained in M-theory.
